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Officer Involved Critical Incident - I-70 at Mound Street,
Columbus, OH

Investigative Activity:Investigative Activity: Dash Camera Review

Involves:Involves: Officer (S)

Date of Activity:Date of Activity: 10/04/2023

Narrative:Narrative:

On October 2, 2023, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) Special Agent Matt Collins (SA
Collins) was asked by SA Jim Mulford to attempt to magnify an area of the dash camera video.
The specific dash camera video was that of the City of Columbus Division of Police (CPD) cruiser

SA Mulford had previously obtained a dash camera video which contained several
minutes of video. SA Mulford, within evidence.com, created a clip of the original. The clip was
condensed to only a few minutes, which specifically included the shooting incident involving
officers from CPD.

On October 4, 2023, SA Collins completed the task. SA Collins utilized the Amped FIVE
(Forensic Image and Video Enhancement) software. The software indicated the video was being
played at thirty frames per second (30fps). SA Collins used the software to magnify specific
areas where SA Collins believed attention was relevant. SA Collins also created a trimmed clip
of SA Mulford's Trimmed clip. The "clipped video" sent by SA Mulford was trimmed by SA
Collins beginning at 1:38.433 (F2953) into the recording and ended at 1:48.533 (F3256). The
purpose for this was to isolate the beginning of the shooting incident. SA Collins did so by
magnifying the area where the involved subject first appeared. SA Collins created the video so
it was played at eight frames per second (8fps) or in slow motion.

A report was generated within Amped Five and will be attached to this investigative report.

Attachments:Attachments:

Attachment # 01: 2023-1792_Cruiser R102 Amped Five Project_Report -PDF
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